
ROI depends on countless factors, but when it comes

to P2P automation, nothing beats supplier onboarding.

After all, what’s more important to a platform than

people actually using it? With volatile supply chains,

dwindling product life cycles, and a worldwide crisis

underway, integrating suppliers to your automated

flow is no easy task. This is why we’re doing it for you!

And because it is our know-how, we can provide you

the best results.

DocProcess executes managed onboarding with 360°

support, regardless of your suppliers’ size, type, or

technological ability. Our team can make sure all your

suppliers can send and receive electronic documents

in no time. We offer them a wide range of onboarding

options, adapted to every stage of technological

readiness. In addition, our O2C functionalities provide

significant value to your suppliers, thus they are

motivated to join.

MANAGED ONBOARDING

WITH 100% SUCCESS RATE

OUR SERVICE IN NUMBERS

100% supplier onboarding rate

95% supplier conversion rate to

electronic flows

100% ability to tackle all file

types and formats

0.1% error-rate, even when

digitizing paper
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THE DOCPROCESS DIFFERENCE

5 ways to onboard suppliers,                                                                     ensures 100% of

your suppliers can upload information in the

platform the go-live day.

The process is handled by our onboarding

team,               with no effort on your part. This means

that those numbers you’ve seen earlier are not

projections, but KPI.

Tailor-made onboarding strategy,                                                                                  based on a

dedicated method, meant to bring you ROI

within the first 2 months.

Maximum accessibility,                                                          with an easy-to-use

web portal and an incredibly simple

onboarding process. Your suppliers can

become operational from day one.

Constant communication and project

notifications,                                 allowing you to know what

state your onboarding project is in.

Full O2C capabilities for your suppliers,
including order or receipt advice conversion,

dispatch advice creation, and invoice creation.

Improved supplier relationships,                                                                              due to the

value our platform brings them. We are not an

overhead for your suppliers, but an enhancer.

Continuous support                                                 over the period of the

onboarding and after, through multiple

contact methods and a constantly updated

knowledge base.

DOCPROCESS MANAGED ONBOARDING
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